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Poetry Section 

Poems by Dr. Saurabh Mishra 

 

Trance in Past 

In brazing sun and dry wind 

When the drop of sweat makes the eye blink 

 The vision dawns, into the past life 

Making the old memories ripe 

 

The child’s instant cry and the parents sincere try, 

 The jingle bells and joy on the face that foretells, 

Teacher’s lessons and the schools bell, 

All come alive in the past’s well 

 

 The jubilant youth and flirting truths 

Partying and treats, with dance on music beats 

The mass bunk and the subjects flunk 

The grades on sheet, and the liters drunk 

 

The contest for employment, and the first job  

The boss’s whim and the jobs’ dross 

Thoughts about daily cores put to test 
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With creativity and zest to create the best 

 

Marriage: bells and the tummy swells  

Wife dwells and the social rills 

The self is reborn-when the children arrive 

Then the age puts on only memories survive 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Time 

Time is near yet far, 

It is here and there and flies afar 

Time is good & bad; sweet & sour 

It’s broad & narrow; valued & there go 

 

Time defines: day and night; noon & evening 

Its hours and minutes that pass by 

Time is- life, so important and even seconds a trivial thing 

It flashes and dashes; comes and leaves 

 

Time carves: King’s leisure and workman’s pleasure 

It is healthy man’s delight and a patient’s nightmare 

Time is precious memories galore and sad events frore 

It’s creativity’s desire and destructions bonfire 
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Time is clouds that flies by 

It’s moments we live by 

Time is eternity that encompasses us all 

It is the web through which our lives stroll 

 

The strongest yet submissive of all 

Time is god’s gifted power to us all 

Tombs of history or futures womb 

Time is one venture which never dooms 

_______________________________ 
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